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1 Introduction

The laser welding process puts high demands on the manip-
ulator that moves a focussed laser beam over the seam to
be joined. Typically an accuracy of 0.1 mm is required at
speeds beyond 100 mm/s. In many practical cases the ac-
curacy of standard industrial robots is insufficient for laser
welding, e.g. due to elastic vibrations of the robot arm. In
this paper an autonomous system is described that improves
the seam tracking accuracy by combining a seam sensor and
a scanning mirror that are both mounted at the tip of the in-
dustrial robot.

2 Procedure

For robotic laser welding a laser welding head is attached
to a robot and is moved relative to a work piece such that
the focussed high power laser beam tracks the seam to be
welded, figure 1. Robot vibrations may lead to tracking er-
rors in both the focus direction and lateral to the seam. The
developed system can scan the laser beam in the latter direc-
tion with a range of about 3 mm by means of a mirror that is
driven by a motor.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of a laser welding head with sensor
and scanner.

The position of the welding head with respect to the seam
is measured with a seam sensor, the close-to-focus sensor
manufactured by Falldorf Sensor GmbH. It projects a line
onto the surface that is observed by a camera. Using trian-
gulation the relative position of the seam is detected. The
signal delay introduced for image processing is in the or-
der of 1 ms. By sharing part of the optical system of the

high power laser beam, the sensor can measure as close as
about 2 mm near the laser welding process, while the cam-
era image is hardly affected by the mirror motion. Hence the
measured errors of the lateral seam position need no further
corrections and can be used directly as a reference signal for
a feedback control system (PID) that controls the motion of
the motor and hence the motion of the focussed laser beam.

3 Results

The performance of the system has been checked with a test
facility in which the complete welding head is fixed and a
test seam can be moved in lateral direction. The high power
laser beam is replaced by a low power laser such that the
position of the focussed beam can be measured with a PSD.
With simultaneous recording of the seam position the dy-
namic tracking performance can be computed and figure 2
shows the results as a function of the frequency of the seam
motion.
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Figure 9 Measured relative amplitude of the tracking 
error as function of the frequency 
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Figure 10 Simulated relative amplitude of 
tracking error as function of the frequency for 
several delays of the seam tracking sensor 

 
By comparing the measurements from the LVDT and the seam tracking sensor, the measurement delay of the 
seam tracking sensor has been computed. The delay turns out to be 1 ms. This almost equals the sampling time 
of the seam tracking sensor which is 0.9 ms. The effect of a measurement delay on the performance of the 
scanner has been analysed using simulations of the complete scanner system (Figure 8).  The simulated relative 
amplitude of tracking error as function of the frequency for several delays of the seam tracking sensor are given 
in Figure 10. Note the correspondence between the simulation for a delay of 1 ms and the experimental data. The 
simulations show that a measurement delay of 1 ms gives a significant reduction of the performance. In order to 
compensate for this delay we will continue the work on the robot modelling. 
 
Welding experiments 
As final test for the scanner, welding experiments have been done. A Stäubli RX 130 robot is programmed to 
move along a trajectory of 210 mm. The welding speed was 120 mm/s in x-direction and a deliberate deviation 
of 0.8 mm in y-direction was present. Two aluminium plates (Al 99.5) of 1 and 2 mm thickness are welded in a 
butt weld configuration. Before welding the plates are milled to obtain a perfect straight seam. Figure 11 shows 
the result of welding without any correction of the scanner. Figure 12 shows a perfect straight weld seam due to 
a successful correction of the scanner. The figures show that the scanner actually works also during welding 
conditions.  
 

 
Figure 11 Weld obtained without compensation of the scanner, weld length 200 mm, welded at 120 mm/s 
with a disturbance of ± 0.8 mm    

 
Figure 12 Weld obtained with compensation of the scanner, weld length 200 mm, welded at 120 mm/s with 
a disturbance of ± 0.8 mm    
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Figure 9 Measured relative amplitude of the tracking 
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Figure 2: Measured and simulated relative amplitude of the track-
ing error as function of the frequency. The pictures
show welds (a) without and (b) with the scanner.

It can be seen that the reduction of the tracking error is ap-
proximately an order of magnitude at 10 Hz, which is a typi-
cal frequency for the lowest natural frequency of the applied
industrial robot. Simulations confirm these results and fur-
thermore showed that an increase of the signal delay with
1 ms will significantly affect the tracking performance.

Finally, the performance of the system has been verified with
real welding experiments as illustrated by the pictures of the
welds included in figure 2. The proposed system can suc-
cessfully compensate autonomously for both workpiece tol-
erances and manipulator inaccuracies.
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